Mathematics 482

Real Analysis II (3)
(Effective Spring 2016)

Prerequisite: Math 481.

Catalog Description: Real Analysis I, II. Sets and countability. The real number systems. Sequences, limits, infinite series, metric spaces, continuous functions, uniform continuity, and convergence. Riemann and Lebesgue integration. Students are required to submit written work and make an oral presentation.

Learning Outcomes for Major: This course addresses one or more of the student learning outcomes for the major.

Upon completion of his/her degree from the University of Tennessee at Martin with a major in mathematics, the graduate will be able to:

i. apply mathematical concepts and principles to perform numerical and symbolic computations.

ii. use technology appropriately to investigate and solve mathematical and statistical problems.

iii. write clear and precise proofs.

iv. communicate effectively in both written and oral form.

v. demonstrate the ability to read and learn mathematics and/or statistics independently.

Teaching Objectives: The student will:

1. Discuss the concept of measure zero and give examples.

2. Define the Riemann integral (both definite and improper).

3. Prove the elementary properties of the Riemann integral.

4. Prove the Fundamental Theorem(s) of Calculus.

5. Determine whether a sequence of functions is pointwise convergent and if it is uniformly convergent.

6. State an example of a continuous nowhere-differentiable function.

7. Define measurable sets, measurable functions and the Lebesgue integral.

8. Prove and apply the elementary properties of the Lebesgue integral.


Disability Services: The University of Tennessee provides reasonable accommodations (academic adjustments and auxiliary aids) to ensure equal access to educational content and university programs for students with disabilities. Students who are eligible for and who request accommodations through the Disability Services office must provide instructors with a letter of accommodation. The Disability Services office is located in the Student Success Center, 203 Clement Hall, (731) 881–7605.